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Pro Camps 2022

www.hoop-camps.com
This information sheet fulfils our duty to provide information in accordance with
§ 651 d paragraph 1 BGB in conjunction with. Article 250 § 2 EGBGB. if you have any
questions please do not hesitate to contact the HOOP-CAMPS office via phone
+49-228-9348244 or mail@hoop-camps.com.

Basketballcamps 2022
Pro-Camp Klatovy MEN
Hotel Mondo & Pension Time-Out
U Elektrárny 907
33901 Klatovy III
Czech Republik
May 31st, 2022 – June 04th, 2022

670,00 Euro

Europe-Camp Klatovy WOMEN
Hotel Mondo & Pension Time-Out
U Elektrárny 907
33901 Klatovy III
Czech Republik
June 06th, 2022 – June 10th, 2022

670,00 Euro

Services provided by HOOP-CAMPS e.V.
Special features at the camp:









Each participants receives two pairs of shorts and two reversible camp jerseys
Use of a Molten basketball (Molten B6G4500 for women; Molten B7G4500 for
men) during the camp. Molten is the worldwide leading ball manufacturer.
Practice and Games
Professional referees
Awards
Feedback sheet, video material and photos
Framework program
Camp-Shop

The price also includes:





Insurance (accident insurance, luggage insurance,
liability insurance, deposit insurance,
travel health insurance)
Accomodation in sport hotels
Food and drinks
Shuttle service (from / to Airport Praha or train station Praha)

Participation requirements
Age limits
Pro-Camps without any age limit
Sports capability
HOOP-CAMPS does not want to discriminate against anyone. However, the
Procamps are aimed at professional-level athletes. Appropriate sports capability and
performance are therefore prerequisites for participation.
Each camp participant must bring the following items
Health insurance card (if available), sports clothes, basketball shoes, outside running
shoes, bathing slippers, swimm gear, skipping rope, toiletries.
In addition, any necessary identity documents and visas must be brought along.

Consents
A prerequisite for participation in events organized by HOOP-CAMPS e.V. is that the
consent forms "Consent to the publication of image and/or film recordings" and
"Consent to swimming pool attendance, health data, nutrition and special features"
are sent to HOOP-CAMPS within 7 days of receipt of the registration confirmation.

Travel cancellation/ travel cancellation
insurance
We recommend that you take out travel cancellation/ travel cancellation insurance.
Further information on our website www.hoop-camps.de.

Terms and conditions
The General Terms and Conditions "Basketball Camps" of HOOP-CAMPS e.V. apply.
These can be viewed at www.hoop-camps.de. We will also be pleased to send them
to you on request.

Travel information Czech Republic
For basketball camps abroad, HOOP-CAMPS e.V. informs about passport and visa
requirements on www.hoop-camps.de and with the registration confirmation, about
health regulations as well as other regulations and travel advice for the country in
which the basketball camp is taking place. The camp participant is responsible for

compliance with these regulations.
All disadvantages resulting from non-compliance with these regulations shall be borne
by the camp participant.

Daily schedules
The daily schedules are exemplary and are changed from day to day.
Pro-Camps

07.30 h Breakfast

08.15 h Warm-Up

08.30 h Practice

13.00 h Lunch

15.00 h Warm-Up

15.30 h Games I

18.00 h Dinner

19.00 h Warm-Up

19.30 h Games II

21.30 h Freetime
Camp management:
Marcus Zimmermann
HOOP-CAMPS e.V., Pützstraße 6a, 53343 Wachtberg, Germany
Phone : +49 228-9348244 marcus@hoop-camps.de
Accommodation:
Klatovy accommodation in sports hotel in shared rooms
Minimum number of participants:
15
Maximum number of participants:
120

Organizer :
HOOP-CAMPS e.V.
Pützstraße 6a
53343 Wachtberg
Germany
Phone: +49 228-9348244
Authorized representative of the Board of Directors:
Marcus Zimmermann (Chairman)
Jana Meyer (Vice- Chairman)
Register Court:
Amtsgericht Bonn
Register of associations number:
VR 8511

Our basketball camps are packaged travels according to §§ 651a BGB.
The combination of travel services HOOP-CAMPS offers to you is a package within
the meaning of Directive (EU) 2015/2302.
Therefore, you will benefit from all EU rights applying to packages.
HOOP-CAMPS e.V. will be fully responsible for the proper performance of the
package as a whole.
Additionally, as required by law, HOOP-CAMPS e.V. has protection in place to refund
your payments and, where transport is included in the package, to ensure your
repatriation in the event that it becomes insolvent.
More information on key rights under Directive (EU) 2015/2302 on https://eurlex.europa.eu/legal-content/DE/ALL/?uri=CELEX:32015L2302

Your most important rights according to the Directive (EU) 2015/2302)
Key rights under Directive (EU) 2015/2302)
- Travellers will receive all essential information about the package before concluding
the package travel contract.
- There is always at least one trader who is liable for the proper performance of all the
travel services included in the contract.

- Travellers are given an emergency telephone number or details of a contact point
where they can get in touch with the organiser or the travel agent.
- Travellers may transfer the package to another person, on reasonable notice and
possibly subject to additional costs.
- The price of the package may only be increased if specific costs rise (for instance
fuel prices), and if expressly provided for in the contract, and in any event not later
than 20 days before the start of the package. If the price increase exceeds 8 % of the
price of the package, the traveller may terminate the contract. If the organiser
reserves the right to a price increase, the traveller has a right to a price reduction if
there is a decrease in the relevant costs.
- Travellers may terminate the contract without paying any termination fee and get a
full refund of any payments if any of the essential elements of the package, other than
the price, are changed significantly. If before the start of the package the trader
responsible for the package cancels the package, travellers are entitled to a refund
and compensation where appropriate.
- Travellers may terminate the contract without paying any termination fee before the
start of the package in the event of exceptional circumstances, for instance if there
are serious security problems at the destination which are likely to affect the package.
- Additionally, travellers may at any time before the start of the package terminate the
contract in return for an appropriate and justifiable termination fee. 11.12.2015 L
326/26 Official Journal of the European Union EN
- If, after the start of the package, significant elements of the package cannot be
provided as agreed, suitable alternative arrangements will have to be offered to the
traveller at no extra cost. Travellers may terminate the contract without paying any
termination fee, where services are not performed in accordance with the contract and
this substantially affects the performance of the package and the organiser fails to
remedy the problem.
- Travellers are also entitled to a price reduction and/or compensation for damages
where the travel services are not performed or are improperly performed.
- The organiser has to provide assistance if the traveller is in difficulty.
- If the organiser or, in some Member States, the retailer becomes insolvent,
payments will be refunded. If the organiser or, where applicable, the retailer becomes
insolvent after the start of the package and if transport is included in the package,
repatriation of the travellers is secured. HOOP-CAMPS e.V. has taken out insolvency
protection with ARAG SE, ARAG Platz 1, 40472 Düsseldorf
Phone: +49 211 98 700 700, Fax: +49 211 963-2850 (the entity in charge of the
insolvency protection, e.g. a guarantee fund or an insurance company). Travellers

may contact this entity or, where applicable, the competent authority (contact details,
including name, geographical address, email and telephone number) if services are
denied because of HOOP-CAMPS‘ insolvency.

